What does the future of mining look like? Three big zeros.
Zero Harm, Zero Loss, Zero Waste
That means every mine operating responsibly, safely, sustainably and profitably.
The key to getting there?
Intelligence! Created by digging deep into the wealth of data across the entire value chain…
…for reliable situational awareness
…to help you make the right decisions proactively.
That's the 20:20 clarity that Connected Mine is already providing to some of the world's biggest mining companies.
Connecting people, equipment, data and insights across mine, plant, rail and port.
Connected Mine harnesses advanced digital technologies...
...to give operators a whole new world of intelligence and predictive insights to enable faster decision making for better outcomes.

By monitoring everything from individual truck driver performance to road conditions, and from specific machine output to worker fatigue...

...A Connected Mine gets accurate operational insights, to those that need them, when it matters to risk and value.
That means, intelligent operations are safer, sustainable and more efficient.

...from the mine right through to the market.
As the world of mining increasingly applies the ethos of Triple Zero...

...we’re helping clients make this vision a reality!
If you'd like to see what this could mean for your mining operations, come and take a look.